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Presidents Message
It was another sad day for the ARA when Brad Hopkins passed
away on 2 October. I last saw Brad in at the ARA meeting at St
Kilda in November 2017. At that time he seemed to be recovering
well from recent treatment but the remission did not last. Brad
was a great contributor to the ARA. At the personal level he was a
good mate and was always prepared to help with advice from his
extensive experience. As a director of the ARA his knowledge of
rendering operations, stock feed production and good business
sense helped to clarify many of the ARA’s conundrums. Brad’s
companionship and expertise will be missed by the rendering
community. I offer the sympathy and condolences of the ARA
to his wife Wendy, children Kristy, Tasha, Tegan, Shae and Cole
and his seven grand-children.
In the previous President’s message I mentioned the unusual
event of rendering being the subject of a television program. It
was another first in October when rendering was included in a
senate committee hearing. The Rural and Regional Affairs and
Transport References Committee held an inquiry into regulatory
approaches to ensure the safety of pet food. The ARA provided
a submission to the inquiry. The ARA submission outlined the
regulatory framework that applies to the rendering industry as an example of what could be applied to the pet food
industry. Bill Spooncer and I subsequently gave evidence to the inquiry.
After the inquiry, the deputy chairman of the committee, Senator Glenn Sterle paid a visit to Talloman to find out
what goes on at a rendering plant. He told me that as a result of the visit, he is satisfied that the rendering industry
is doing what it can to ensure that ingredients for pet food are safe. He said that originally the committee had the
rendering industry in its sights for criticism but now has a better understanding.
I am not saying that we successfully put all our points to the Senators when we gave evidence. Nevertheless, the
final report was not adverse to the rendering industry and had some reasonably constructive points about the pet
food industry. I have not spoken to pet food industry representatives about the report and it may be they have a
different point of view.
Foreign material did get a mention in the senate committee report but we are definitely making progress with
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this problem. Stage 1 of the AMPC project is almost complete and Gareth Forde, who is leading the project,
has presented an educational program in WA. Gareth explained the types and consequences of foreign matter
contamination to an audience of raw-material suppliers from the poultry, red-meat and meat retailing industries.
Gareth’s presentation got the message across and it needs to be spread to other locations. Unfortunately the project
funds are getting low but the ARA is investigating if it can contribute additional funds to help spread the message.
I have held this back but the event with the most impact in the last few months is the Indonesian suspension of
trade in Australian processed animal protein. I won’t go into the whys and wherefores of how this happened
because they are not clear-cut. The point is that the DAWR in conjunction with the ARA is doing what it can to
recover access to the Indonesian market. Again, we don’t know how this will progress but for the time being the
ARA is following the advice of the Department and is supplying what supporting information it can.

Market Access

Josie Holmes and David Cunningham of the DAWR at the November
ARA meeting along with Andy Bennett and Dennis King
David Cunningham, Assistant Secretary of the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources’ Export Standards
Branch attended the November meeting of the ARA in Sydney. David provided an update on market access
negotiations with Indonesia for rendered products and outlined the process for establishments seeking Indonesian
re-approval.
Establishments seeking access to Indonesia have completed the application-questionnaires required by Indonesia.
The questionnaires will be subject to desk audit by the Indonesia’s Directorate General of Livestock and Animal
Health Services’ (DGLAHS). DGLAHS will determine whether establishments may also require an on-site review
by their officers. The department and the ARA provided establishments with guidance on the questionnaires and
are conducting quality-assurance checks before submitting the questionnaires to DGLAHS.
Once this quality-assurance stage is complete, the next steps are for the department to submit the completed
questionnaires to DGLAHS and for senior department officials to have further meetings with DGLAHS in
Indonesia.
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The DAWR’s resources are focussed on re-establishing market access to Indonesia but Josie Holmes gave an update
on the ARA’s other market access priorities.
Discussions with China about access for rendered products are progressing slowly. China has reorganised
government departments and is rebuilding its capacity. This has slowed responses to Australia’s questions about
rendered products. The General Administration of Customs for the Peoples Republic of China (GACC) has
acknowledged that Australia has outstanding concerns.
Consequently, there is still no access for Australian poultry meal in China. Establishments approved to export
to China in 2012 can continue to export non-poultry processed animal proteins although their approvals have
expired. The list of approved plants is available on the GACC website at http://www.customs.gov.cn/customs/
jyjy/dzwjyjy/qymd/slaq/1878685/index.html. The valid date field for all plants indicates “Allow imports, deferred
registration”.
There has been success with negotiating access for inedible tallow to Mexico. The department has proposed a
sample health certificate for edible tallow and is waiting for a response from Mexico regarding edible tallow.
For meat and bone meal access, it is noted that compliance with Mexican legislative requirements is compulsory
for all imports and there is no scope for negotiating equivalent conditions. Access to Mexico will therefore require
full compliance with the previously circulated attestations.
The department has made contact with the Japanese Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) about
an import protocol for feather meal used as fertilisers. The MAFF has advised that it will provide a questionnaire
and draft animal health requirements.
The report of the audit conducted by Thailand’s Department of Livestock Development in May 2018 should be
available in a month or so. Australia and Thailand continue to work together to pursue a systems approach to
approval of Australia’s rendering operations.
It was agreed at the meeting that Peru should be dropped from the market access priorities list due to Peru’s
requirement for operational reforms that are not economically viable.

MASTER YOUR PROCESS
In the rendering industry, process is always key.
The process determines your yield, the quality of
your end products, the level of your investment
and your profit. Haarslev provides solutions that
enable you to master your process.

Haarslev Industries Ltd. • 11B Paul Matthews Road, Rosedale • Auckland 0632
New Zealand • Tel: +64 9 415 2330 • info@haarslev.com • www.haarslev.com

With over 100 years of experience Haarslev designs, manufacturers, installs
and maintains state-of-the-art systems and equipment for the rendering
industry around the globe.
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AUS-MEAT News
The 2018 revision of the ARA Code of Practice was activated on 1 May. Since then AUS-MEAT audits have
included compliance with the new requirements. Amongst other things, auditors are reviewing the documented
traceability procedures and mock recalls. Reviewers from importing countries have focussed on these aspects of
the Code and Australian Standard for the Hygienic Rendering of Animal Products.
To help implement the requirements for documented traceability and recall procedures, the ARA has prepared
sample procedures and guidelines. Trish Ryder, AUS-MEAT’s manager of the ARA accreditation and market
access program, said that accredited plants do not have to adopt the ARA sample procedures but should compare
their own procedures with the samples. She said that AUS-MEAT auditors will not only check that satisfactory
documented procedures are in place. They will also check that records to back up traceability are available and will
review a report of a mock recall. Accredited plants should prepare for audits by having records used for product
tracing available. The records that are required are listed in the ARA’s sample product tracing procedure.
Trish also pointed out that that recalls are something that management may never experience. She said that it is
important to get some experience by conducting a realistic and robust mock recall once a year. The mock recall
should involve all the staff that would be involved in a genuine recall. It is not very helpful to send the qualityassurance manager to a room to sit at a desk and write a mock recall report on his or her own.
Not all plants are up-to-date with their mock recalls. The requirement to conduct a mock recall came into force in
May when the revised Code of Practice was activated and Trish reminds all accredited plants that they must have
completed a mock recall before they are audited.
Another new requirement of the Code of Practice is inspection of raw material. AUS-MEAT auditors are checking
for compliance with this requirement. Inspections must be conducted daily and results of inspections must be
recorded. The records can then be used to identify the types of foreign matter that appear in raw material, where
it comes from and how to prevent it.

Optimise your plant efficiency and throughput
with specialist engineering advice and
design from Rendertech. With three decades’
experience in process design, we will ensure a
higher quality end product, reduce your energy
use and lower your environmental impact.

RENDERTECH.CO.NZ
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ARA Sample Traceability Guidelines
AUS-MEAT auditors are focussing on traceability and implementation of other procedures that are specified
in the revised Code of Practice. AUS-MEAT is also introducing traceability and recall as a subject at the ARA
accreditation workshop.
In addition, Josie Holmes of the DAWR pointed out at the November ARA meeting that recent overseas audits
had identified that understanding and implementation of traceability procedures at Australian rendering plants
are not consistent. To overcome these inconsistencies the ARA has prepared guidelines and sample procedures
for traceability and product recall. These guidelines are available from Dennis King.

NEXT ARA GENERAL MEETING
WILL BE HELD AT
STAMFORD GRAND ADELAIDE, GLENELG
COMMENCING AT 08.30AM
WEDNESDAY 20TH FEBRUARY 2019
DIRECTORS, COMMITTEE MEETINGS TO BE HELD DAY PRIOR
A BBQ BUFFET DINNER WILL BE HELD AT THE VENUE
COMMENCING AT 6.00PM ON 19TH FEBRUARY

®

PROVEN COMMITMENT TO THE RENDERING INDUSTRY
Salmonella control with
Sal CURB
For plant hygiene &
meal decontamination

Oxidation control
in fats, oils & meals with:
Barox
Termox & Naturox

Call to obtain a copy of the ‘Rendering Plant Salmonella Control Programme’ booklet
Kemin (Aust.) Pty. Ltd. Tel: 02 9844 5700 & Fax: 02 9418 2544
 Trademarks of Kemin Industries, Inc., U.S.A.
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New Keith plant for Macleay River Protein
Macleay River Protein at Fredrickton NSW has upgraded its rendering plant. Three 5x12 batch cookers have
been replaced with two 5x16 Keith cookers. The new equipment includes a surge bin with a RADAR sensor to
automatically control cooker loads, a Keith hogger, an automatic crax bin and a tallow screen. In addition the
plant is controlled by PLC and cooking programs can be selected and operated with the touch of a button.
The press and hammer mill have been rebuilt to go with the new cookers. Rendering Manager Jesse Everson said
that the next step is to install a cake bin between the press and the mill. This will improve milling efficiency.
Derek Henderson, General Manager of
Keith Engineering said that while the
plant is based on batch cookers it is flexible
and fully automated. Automation is not
a regular feature of small batch plants.
In this case it allows easy adjustment of
cooks to apply the optimum process to
different raw material composition.
Macleay River Protein is on-site at the
Eversons Food Processors abattoir.
Apart from handling raw material from
the abattoir, the rendering plant also
processes fat and bone collected from
butcher shops and boning rooms. Raw
material volume is about 110 to 160
tonnes per week. Although a relatively
small throughput, Jesse Everson is not
New Keith cookers at Macleay River Protein
chasing raw material at all costs. He has
set standards for raw material and will
not accept material from suppliers who do not meet these standards. In addition the abattoir has implemented
procedures to ensure that all plastics that might be in raw material from the slaughter floor are removed and
removal is double-checked.
In addition to keeping raw material free
from plastics and other foreign material,
Jesse is aiming to make his products
species-specific. The abattoir processes
cattle, sheep and pigs. The porcine
material is going to be segregated and
tipped rather than allow it to mix with
other species. Also, porcine material will
not be accepted from outside suppliers.
Ovine material will be segregated from
bovine so that the plant can produce
separate ovine and bovine meals.
Jesse said that the old cookers had to
go because the shafts leaked and could
not be pressurised. This resulted in long
cooking times and delays in processing
raw material. Since the new cookers
Surge bin with RADAR sensor at the top
were installed, the cooking time for a
batch has gone from 3½ to 1½ hours.
Raw material is now processed without delay and the tallow FFA has dropped from 3.5 to 0.5. The old practice of
adding blood to the raw material has been dropped and with thorough hand-cleaning of intestinal material the
tallow colour is consistently 11A FAC.
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Both of the new cookers can be
pressurised and the pressure cycle is used
when ovine material containing wool is
processed. The old cookers could not
hydrolyse wool. Hocks and other woolly
material were taken to the tip to avoid
undigestible wool in the meat meal.
Jesse said that the ability to hydrolyse
wool has resulted in a $6,000 per week
turn around; $4,000 in tipping fees has
been saved and there is an extra $2,000
worth of product. The meal is fine with
very little bone content and no sign of
wool and hair (or plastic).
The meat meal is sold on the domestic
market at the moment but when bovine
and ovine segregation is completed,
Rendering manager Jesse Everson checks PLC pane
Jesse’s plan is to get into the export
market. The ovine meal will be packed
and shipped in bulka bags and a Magnattack magnet is being installed at the bagging station.
Macleay River Protein may not be the biggest renderer in Australian but it ranks at the top for commitment to
quality.

LEADING
INNOVATION

WAVE DISC, A NEW
ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL
ROTARY DISC SHAFTS

Developed with the support of the Australian

for all conventional discs. When compared with

Federal Government, Wave Disc represents a

traditional flat rotary discs, Wave Disc provides

new alternative to traditional rotary disc shafts.

improved manufacturing and maintenance

The proprietary Wave Disc design takes a flat

efficiency, greater surface area within the same

metal sheet and applies a series of folds to one

footprint, increased product agitation and

edge of the sheet to create a fully formed disc.

improved evaporation rates. Wave Disc units

DEVELOPED BY KEITH ENGINEERING
(AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD

The folds reinforce the disc, which eliminates

have now been in commercial operations

P. +61 2 9852 1000 E. admin@keitheng.com.au

the need for structural support pins—required

for over two years.

W. www.keitheng.com.au Patent No: 2012269730

PROUD PLATINUM SPONSORS OF THE ARA SYMPOSIUM
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People and Places
CORE A/S has appointed Margarita Carroll to develop business opportunities in Australia and New Zealand.
CORE supplies predictive automatic control systems, particularly for the rendering industry. A CORE system has
been installed at the ACC rendering plant in Brisbane. CORE is in partnership with Haarslev and Margarite has
set up shop at Haarslev’s Melbourne office in company with Paul Martin. Margarita’s background is in technical
management in the food and beverage industry and in the water industry. She said that she is initially focussing
on opportunities in the rendering industry in Australia and New Zealand.
Paul Guy has joined GrainCorp Oil as Supply Manager. Paul replaces Darcy Davis who is leaving GrainCorp on
21 December to travel the world. Paul has been in tallow trading for 15 years. Before joining GrainCorp Paul ran
his own business trading hides, skins and tallow since 2007.
Minerva Foods Asia is the newest member of the ARA. Minerva is one of South America’s largest beef processors.
It has 26 processing sites in five countries with a capacity of about 28,000 head per day. Apart from beef processing,
Minerva also has biodiesel factories and soap-making plants. Minerva started operations in Australia in 2016
when it purchased the meat trading company IMTP.
Justin Stewart joined Minerva in September. Justin was at JBS for over 10 years looking after by-product sales.
He said that he is building a team to add trading in rendered products to Minerva’s Australian portfolio. At the
moment meat trading is the main part of the business. A by-product division alongside meat trading is planned
to take advantage of Minerva’s existing global connections.
Tom Allsop has replaced Ben Roberts in the rendered products hot-seat at Teys Australia. Ben has moved to
export meat sales. Tom joined Teys at the beginning of 2018 after studying agribusiness at Marcus Oldham at
Geelong. He has been working in sales and administration in all sections of the Teys sales team. He is now Sales
Manager Co-products. He has responsibility for sales of tallow, meat and bone meal, blood meal and hides from
Teys Australia’s six sites plus the hide processing facility.

Latest on species testing
At the November ARA meeting Dr Kate Griffiths of NMI gave an update on her research into quantifying species
contamination in processed animal proteins. NMI is following the work of Rene Koppel from Switzerland. Dr
Koppel has developed a PCR method to quantify species in cooked sausages mixtures. Kate is adapting Dr Koppel’s
techniques to testing processed animal protein.
The polymerase chain reaction test (PRC) can be used to quantify species-specific DNA in a sample but the
amount of DNA is not directly related to the amount tissue from a species. For example, bone and feather contain
little or no DNA.
In addition, the amount of DNA that can be recovered from tissues of different species is variable. This makes it
difficult to relate the amount of DNA in a sample to the amount of tissue from a particular species. For example
a meat and bone meal made up of equal amounts of chicken, pork, beef and lamb tissue contains more chicken
DNA than pork, more pork than beef and more beef than lamb.
Kate has developed correction factors to take account of different amounts of recoverable DNA targets in different
species and different tissues. The correction factors allow relative quantification of species in a sample of processed
animal protein. The correction factors that convert the amount of DNA in a sample to mass ratios of tissues are
being validated. Kate is also identifying and removing sources of variation that affect how much DNA can be
recovered from samples. Variations that cannot be controlled are captured by the measurement uncertainty. At
the moment it looks like the measurement uncertainty could be about 10%.
James Saunders of CIS discussed species detection in processed animal protein by ELISA. The test method available
from Elisa Technologies Inc. is used by the USDA to identify species in rendered material. An ELISA test detects
antigens (proteins and peptides that cause an immunological response) that are specific to species.
In the case of a test for rendered product, antigens have to be heat stable. One such heat-stable antigen is troponin-I
and the test uses antibodies that that respond to this antigen. Troponin-I is a muscle protein so the test depends
on the presence of muscle tissue in a sample. The test is also limited to those species for which antibodies have
Continued Page 9
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been raised against the species-specific antigens. At the moment these species are porcine and ruminant for the
MELISA-TECTM kits designed for rendered products.
A possible advantage of an ELISA test is that it could be used in house as a quality-control tool. This is the case at
Australian meat processing plants where species testing is carried out on boneless meat.
However, in-house testing has difficulties. One is that great care must be taken with sample preparation to avoid
contamination. Another is that the test kits, which cost about $2,000, can potentially test up to 87 samples at one
time if all the samples are tested at one time. But if say only five samples are tested at a time, the kit can only test 20
samples. In an on-site rendering laboratory where only a few samples are tested at one time and testing frequency
is low, it is difficult to get good value out of the test kit. Also, every time the kit is pulled out to do another round
of tests the possibility of contamination occurs.
The ARA is looking at funding some ELISA testing to understand the capabilities of the test in Australian conditions
and to assess the benefits of the test.

Increase product
quality and reduce
maintenance and
efficiency issues with
RE80™ Magnetic Separation
Systems for Rendering

Patented

LOW MAINTENANCE
HIGHLY EFFICIENT
CLEANING
NON-LEAKING
NON-JAMMING
REDUCED RISK
ABILITY TO CLEAN
IN PROCESS

RE80 HT
MAGNETS

DURA
SLIK

TECHNOLOGY

CERTIFIED
TO

+11,000
GAUSS

Foreign metal contamination in your
MBM can decrease the value of your
product and impact your company’s
profitability.
The RE80™ Mag-Ram™ Self Cleaning
Separator provides powerful and
continuous extraction of metal fragments.
Increase your product security with an
efficient, effective, proven magnetic
separator. Engineered specifically for meat
rendering applications.

CONTACT US TODAY
US: +1 (630) 994 3310
AU & INT’L: +61 2 4272 5527
magnets@magnattackglobal.com
www.magnattackglobal.com
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Tallow prices
Phenomenon n, pl -ena or -enons 1. anything that can be perceived as an occurrence or fact. 2. any remarkable
occurrence or person.
Delving into the December 2018 tallow report for rendering circles warrants a review of the year’s phenomena and
some post-facto rationalisation of what went on.
The following chart shows 2% tallow East Coast Australia compared with the traditional benchmark of RBD palm
stearine for the 2018 calendar year. With a casual eye it looks uneventful.

dŚĂŶŬǇŽƵ

For the first six months of 2018 tallow supply was particularly robust with the effects of the widespread dry
conditions and drought bringing on increased production. This is borne out in the accompanying export volumes.
The exports to October 2018 are well in excess of 2017. This performance was achieved during the first six months
of the year. The July-October exports are very similar for both years. So it can be said that a factor in tallow’s
lacklustre performance for the first six months of the year was due to sufficient supply.
ϰϯ
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In the last edition of Rendering Circles it was said that: “The recent outperformance of tallow in July and August
appears to be the result of a supply squeeze with the market most likely oversold due to bulk export vessels becoming
available in a lumpy fashion rather than a more orderly progression of timing; variable tallow production; and Neste
in Singapore stocking up to in-turn run through stock in the lead up to their impending maintenance shut down in
early October. Demand from other non-Singapore destinations has been near or non-existent during July and August
as tallow prices have excelled and palm has fallen.”
The export numbers seem to partially fit the supply-squeeze notion. Whilst tallow underperformed in September,
the October-November-December performance probably reflects pent up demand for tallow; the absence of a
meaningful supply of tallow from New Zealand; and the coming together of cumulative individual events that are
perceived as occurrences of fact and are currently regarded (by the writer at least) as rather remarkable in their
effect; at least on the current prices.
Tallow prices for November and December were surprising. Palm prices continued to deteriorate and tallow
did not follow at a time when the dominant Singapore demand for Australian tallow was generally absent. This
outcome was not consistent with years past. Palm oil prices continued to decline during October and November
due to poor demand and strong production. This resulted in Malaysia’s end of November palm oil stocks registering
3,006,988 MT. Indonesian palm oil production and stocks have similarly grown during 2018 and the stock level
was estimated around 4,600,000 MT at the end of September.
The expansion of China’s UCOME and UCO exports, to the EU in particular, during 2017 and 2018 is significant.
In the first three quarters of 2018 China exported around 210,000 MT of UCOME and 270,000 MT of UCO to the
EU. The UCOME figure is up 50% year on year. The UCO figure for nine months of 2018 is 482% higher than the
56,000 MT level recorded for the entire 12 months of 2017! The 2016 UCO exports to the EU were around 7,500
MT. An increased number of renewable diesel production facilities coming on-line within the EU and expanding
double counting rules are key catalysts in the expansion of this trade.
So what does all this mean? The expanding Chinese exports have led to robust and relatively resilient pricing of
Chinese UCO and flow-on effects to domestic Chinese tallow prices. So much so that during recent months UCO
PMT FOB China has been at a premium or parity with RBD palm oil products CFR China. This reflects the price
pressure that palm has been under.
Similar to the EU, increased production capability of renewable diesel is coming on-line in the USA. This is
greatly assisting tallow and other feedstock pricing. Some industry participants within the USA see the USA
moving from a net exporter of tallow to a net importer in coming years. An article in the Biofuels Digest on 21
Nov 2018 said that “The limitation that everyone is talking about is feedstock. At some stage, there’s not going to be a
drop of tallow or other waste oils anywhere near the state of California.”
Continued Page 12
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The result is that USA tallow prices are generally standing alone and are not a devout follower of the fortunes
of other fats and oils. The USA has both national biofuel mandates and individual state-based incentives. This
amplifies the potential resilience of USA tallow and export opportunities for Australia to the USA are likely.
The traditional demand for tallow is diminished but still remains. It has not been entirely crowded out by biofuels.
When this is brought together with the changing dynamics in China and the USA, the phenomenon of Australian
tallow not falling to the depths of despair as witnessed with palm seems to have some foundation.
Looking forward to 2019, with the general international trade and political ill-ease that exists, it is difficult to be
predictive. It is more a case of a drunken darts contest … let’s turn up and see what happens. However, here are a
few factors that are likely to shape tallow prices in the coming months:
• the general drag of palm oil pricing should diminish. In the forward months palm oil is priced at a premium
to spot. Second quarter levels are currently at an approximate USD 60 PMT premium;
• will Australian weather conditions improve and meaningful widespread rainfall result in reduced processing
levels and tallow production?
• Singapore will resume production in the final quarter of 2018 after a maintenance shut-down;
• the EU has recently signalled the re-introduction of import duties on Argentinean SME and there are
investigations into whether import duties should be re-introduced on Indonesian PME. This has re-invigorated
sluggish Chinese UCOME and UCO markets;
• will the USA and China make meaningful progress on their trade dispute within the current 90-day truce and
reduce the uncertainty currently hovering over many commodity markets?
And a most pleasing factor for Australian tallow producers, if all follows the free-trade agreement that was
announced in 2015, is that the Chinese import duty on Australian tallow reduces to 0% on 1 January 2019.
Tallow market commentary was prepared by Damian Evans, Colyer Fehr.

Chicken rendering:
ASTW receives
another order.
Thaifoods Group, one of
Thailand’s major chicken
producers with a revenue of
THB 26 billion, has placed an
order with ASTW for supply and
installation of a chicken byproducts rendering plant with
a capacity of 15 tons of raw
material input per hour. The plant
is low temperature continuous
and will be equipped with
decanter, separator and
AlfaFlash WHE from Alfa Laval.
A & S Thai Works Co., Ltd.
99/199 Moo 1, Theparak Road Km 22
Bangsaothong, Samut Prakan 10570
Thailand
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ASTW has so far produced, installed and commissioned
more than 260 rendering and fish meal plants in the Asia
Pacific Region. The photo shows a detail of a twin screw
press at one of our two factories in Thailand.

Tel.: +66 2313 1540
Fax: +66 2313 1550
Email: sales@asthaiworks.com

www.asthaiworks.com

Meat Meal Prices

Meat and bone meal prices have started to recover, at least in the short term, since Indonesia suspended imports
of Australian product.
At the end of August and beginning of September values were steady. At the time, export demand for September
delivery had strengthened after stockpiles accumulated ahead of Ramadan were worked through.
In September there was uncertainty about the Indonesian market. By the end of September Indonesia confirmed
suspension of trade and prices fell (this is not reflected in prices shown in the accompanying chart because the
October price reflects product sold forward at the beginning of September. The November price is for product
sold at the beginning of October).
Prices were weaker as exporters started to place product in other markets. However, prices in November have
recovered. Rain in September and October affected production, particularly in Queensland where abattoirs cut
back to four-day kills. In addition the Chinese market for MBM was at a premium and drew in product from
establishments that are approved for China. These factors combined to reduce the amount of available product.
In addition there has been strong demand from the domestic market as feed millers look to secure product for
December and January when abattoir closures will reduce supply.
Production was higher in November. Conditions were drier and cattle producers were selling in anticipation
of reduced production at abattoirs in December and January. But domestic demand and premiums available in
China have supported prices.
Prices should be firm in December and January when supply will be restricted. The longer-term outlook depends
on access to Indonesia. The latest suggestions from the DAWR are that exports to Indonesia may resume more
quickly that expected.
There is a similar story for blood meal. Blood meal was being exported to Indonesia before trade was suspended.
In October product was redirected, mainly to Vietnam and prices were lower. The lower prices are reflected as
November prices in the accompanying chart. Since then there has been increased domestic demand for aquaculture
feeds and prices are firmer. Prices are expected to remain firm into January.
MBM market advice courtesy of George Schinard, Wilmar Gavilon.
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